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Historical note

UCLA's International Studies and Overseas Program (ISOP) began in 1958. Formerly known as the Institute of International and Foreign Studies (IIFP), ISOP's founding functions were to promote international interdisciplinary studies and to serve as a liaison for government, international agencies, and international dignitaries and visitors to the university.

At its founding, ISOP was composed of five study centers: African Studies, Latin American Studies, Near Eastern Studies, Russian and East European Studies, and Studies in Comparative Folklore and Mythology.

Scope and Content

Record Series 51 contains correspondence generated by the Director of the Brazil Program, overseen by the International Studies and Overseas Programs at the University of California, Los Angeles. Files include correspondence of Anne Bodenheimer, Henry Bruman, David Fogelquist, and Claude Hulet.

This is an inactive record series; no additional University records are expected to be added.

UCLA Catalog Record ID

UCLA Catalog Record ID: 1806543

Box 1, Folder 1 Anne Bodenheimer (general). 1968-1969.
Box 1, Folder 2 Anne Bodenheimer (general). 1970.
Box 1, Folder 3 Anne Bodenheimer (general). 1970-1971.
Box 1, Folder 4 Anne Bodenheimer (private). 1969.
Box 1, Folder 5 Anne Bodenheimer (recommendations). 1968.
Box 1, Folder 6 Anne Bodenheimer (State Department). 1964-1965.
Box 1, Folder 7 Anne Bodenheimer (State Department). 1966-1967.
Box 1, Folder 8 Anne Bodenheimer (State Department). 1969-1970.
Box 1, Folder 9 Anne Bodenheimer (UCLA campus). 1966.
Box 1, Folder 10 Anne Bodenheimer (UCLA campus). 1970.
Box 2, Folder 1 Henry Bruman (Associao Universitaria Interamericana). 1962.
Box 2, Folder 2 Henry Bruman (Brazilian Embassy). 1963.
Box 2, Folder 3 Henry Bruman (Foreign Student Office, UCLA). 1962 Jan 04.
Box 2, Folder 4 Henry Bruman (general). 1962.
Box 2, Folder 6 Henry Bruman (general). 1964.
Box 2, Folder 7 Henry Bruman (general). 1965.
Box 2, Folder 8 Henry Bruman (general - incoming). 1962.
Box 2, Folder 10  Henry Bruman (general - outgoing). 1962.
Box 2, Folder 12  Henry Bruman (general - outgoing). 1964.
Box 2, Folder 15  Henry Bruman (private). 1966.
Box 2, Folder 16  Henry Bruman (Rafael Rubin) Includes photos. 1963.
Box 2, Folder 17  Henry Bruman (State Department). 1961-1962.
Box 2, Folder 22  Donald Fogelquist (general). 1962.
Box 2, Folder 23  Graduate Division. 1965.
Box 2, Folder 24  Claude Hulet (form letter to participants). 1971.
Box 3, Folder 1  Claude Hulet (general - outgoing). 1971.